
Radio

See? it's easy so easy
to turn click click
to dead voices to empty 
space the expanding 
and stippled spheres
of radiation which are all
the immortality that we 

so easy—hsss—brrzzt—fllpfllp—hello? hello—
Glory to—glory to—highest 

who knows what—  in that slee--SHRK
In that—Fear itself—

who knows what—

Hello, nice to  hell ice
nice to hello meet

nice? meat? hello hello
hello in the language of the

in the words of the prophet 
in the words of the prophet of the shotgun

hello hello hello hello hello 
in the American idiom in the voice

of the voices on the wire
you have taught me language

with strange weapons and devises
a thousand twangling instruments

can you hear me here we are now—
hello in the language of the drones

in the droning radar of blind wasps 
in the language of the queen of echoes

a Hellfire flared to life, the screen lit up
I watched him become the same color as the ground 

here I am now in the land of 
in the land of god is on our side

in the land of foreclosure in the land of
this land is your this land was made for



red plague rid you you and me we're so 
so special so late payment  so final notice

after our departure from everie such towne, 
the people began to die very fast

Here I am now

in the train of those who echo
underground here I am now

in the repetition of the frames
in the morgue of images here

I repeat and repeat in your
here music that eats itself

the music you deserve you serve
America this music LAPD acquires 

armored car The SWAT team gave my baby
a grenade this piecemeal slash and burn

these circles and circles the logic
of your logic you taught me  

your language and my profit on it is
I don't know what my name is I know

my name is Enola my name is Lee 
Harvey my name is Kennedy my name 

is Wilson is Zimmerman is Martin
is Dubya is State Secret is Eric

my name is

nothing nothing hello nothing
hello old friends hello

my language is echo 
my prophet is ego my profit 

on it is I shoot
straight my profit

on it is I know

how to curse:


